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ABSTRACT
Social media has led to the democratisation of opinion shar-
ing. A wealth of information about public opinions, cur-
rent events, and authors’ insights into specific topics can
be gained by understanding the text written by users. How-
ever, there is a wide variation in the language used by differ-
ent authors in different contexts on the web. This diversity
in language makes interpretation an extremely challenging
task. Crowdsourcing presents an opportunity to interpret
the sentiment, or topic, of free-text. However, the subjec-
tivity and bias of human interpreters raise challenges in in-
ferring the semantics expressed by the text. To overcome
this problem, we present a novel Bayesian approach to lan-
guage understanding that relies on aggregated crowdsourced
judgements. Our model encodes the relationships between
labels and text features in documents, such as tweets, web
articles, and blog posts, accounting for the varying reliability
of human labellers. It allows inference of annotations that
scales to arbitrarily large pools of documents. Our evalu-
ation using two challenging crowdsourcing datasets shows
that by efficiently exploiting language models learnt from
aggregated crowdsourced labels, we can provide up to 25%
improved classifications when only a small portion, less than
4% of documents has been labelled. Compared to the six
state-of-the-art methods, we reduce by up to 67% the num-
ber of crowd responses required to achieve comparable accu-
racy. Our method was a joint winner of the CrowdFlower -
CrowdScale 2013 Shared Task challenge at the conference on
Human Computation and Crowdsourcing (HCOMP 2013).
General Terms
Crowdsourcing, machine learning, variational Bayes, classi-
fier combination, text classification, sentiment analysis, hu-
man computation
1. INTRODUCTION
Social media provides an increasingly rich source of infor-
mation about public opinion and current events, which can
be valuable to professionals across a wide range of indus-
tries. For example, Twitter1 can reflect the public’s senti-
ment about the weather, such as in the data collected during
the CrowdScale 2013 Shared Task challenge2, opinion of ma-
jor health emergencies such as the H1N1 flu pandemic [6],
or knowledge of disaster events such as Typhoon Haiyan [5].
Mining this large body of unstructured data requires an un-
derstanding of the language used in each specific context.
For example, the sentiment of a document, which reflects
the author’s attitudes or opinion of a subject, is captured in
the language they use. However, that relationship between
sentiment and language typically depends on factors such as
the viewpoint and the gender of the authors and the con-
text of their writing. For example, distinctive terms such as
“love” and “dude” are more frequently used by female and
male Twitter users, respectively, to refer to the same con-
cept of a friend or a family member [15]. Similarly, reports
posted by members of the public to Ushahidi after the 2010
Haiti earthquake used a type of language that is significantly
different to that seen in other locations and other types of
emergency [22]. This diversity in social media text inhibits
the performance of any generic method for automated doc-
ument classification “in the wild”. However, this problem
can be alleviated by human interpreters who can use their
background knowledge and natural language understanding
skills to recognise the sentiment of documents and adapt to
the diverse language used in different contexts.
Interpreting sentiment or relevance of a piece of text is highly
subjective and, along with variations in annotators’ skill lev-
els, it can result in disagreement. To overcome this problem,
existing methods for crowdsourced document classification
1www.twitter.com
2www.crowdscale.org
require exhaustive labelling of the corpus of text documents,
which can be prohibitively costly or time consuming [22].
Fortunately, the occurrence of certain terms in each doc-
ument also provides weak indications of the sentiment of
a document, which can be used to reduce the cost of em-
ploying human interpreters to annotate the entire corpus.
Therefore, we propose a hybrid approach to large scale doc-
ument classification that integrates human intelligence with
automated analysis of text.
In this paper we present Bayesian Classifier Combination
with Words (BCCWords), a framework for combining docu-
ment annotations from a crowd of workers with text features
to classify a corpus of documents. This approach is an ex-
ample of an emerging research area known as human-agent
collectives [12]. We introduce a scalable Bayesian inference
mechanism for BCCWords, which learns the posterior dis-
tributions of the workers’ skill levels and document clas-
sifications from the documents’ text features and a set of
crowdsourced annotations. Our method not only allows us
to handle the inherent unreliability of crowdsourced data,
but also allows us to annotate an entire set of documents
when only a subset have been labelled by the crowd, by
leveraging the inferred language model to automatically an-
notate the remaining documents.
In more detail, we make the following three contributions to
the state-of-the-art:
1. We present a novel generic model, BCCWords, that
combines human and computer interpretations of free
text documents and infers their sentiment.
2. We present a novel scalable variational Bayes inference
algorithm, BCCWords–VB, for training the BCCWords
model. This algorithm was first demonstrated at the
CrowdScale 2013 Shared Task Challenge and was a
joint winner.3
3. We derive an efficient inference decomposition method
that allows our algorithm to perform batch inference
over hundreds of thousands of documents and demon-
strate inference with 569, 786 crowdsourced sentiment
judgements for 98, 979 documents in approximately 20
minutes on a standard laptop.
4. We present an exhaustive evaluation of our algorithm
on two real datasets of text annotations and compare
it against six state-of-the-art methods for crowd-based
text classification and data aggregation. Specifically,
our evaluation shows that our algorithm is up to 0.25%
more accurate when only a small portion, less than 4%
of the documents, have been labelled and it reduces
by up to 67% the amount of crowd labels to achieve
comparable accuracy with standard methods.
The paper is structured as follows. We review the literature
on language modelling and aggregation models for crowd-
sourced judgements in Section 2. Section 3, presents our
model in detail and then Section 4 provides mathemati-
cal details for our variational inference algorithm. Section
5 demonstrates the efficacy of our approach by comparing
it against state-of-the-art benchmarks, on two real world
3An early version of our algorithm appears in our unpub-
lished entry paper submitted to CrowdScale 2013 available
at: bit.ly/1w5yu0Y.
crowdsourcing datasets. Finally, we conclude and discuss
future work in Section 6.
2. AGGREGATING JUDGEMENTS
Many applications in the literature have employed crowd-
sourcing, whereby multiple people process each document or
data point [13, 1, 9]. A key challenge in such crowdsourcing
applications is to reduce the bias of subjective labellers. Pre-
vious work has addressed this problem by combining crowd
responses to obtain reliable aggregate classifications. How-
ever, as yet, these methods have not exploited the language
used in the text to further assist in interpreting the text. We
propose to use the variations in language associated with
sentiment to reduce the bias that arises when employing
members of the public to perform labelling tasks.
A further challenge with real world applications of document
crowdsourcing is the cost of employing a sufficient number
of annotators to rapidly label a large dataset. For example,
the Ushahidi dataset comprises at least 40, 000 text mes-
sages which had to be interpreted in the first month after
the earthquake in Haiti which proved to be infeasible [22].
However, a suitable language model would enable automated
analysis at much greater scale and allows the annotators
to focus their efforts on the most difficult documents. We
therefore propose a learning method for harnessing the skills
of human labellers to learn a bespoke language model from
much larger sets of documents.
A number of methods have been used in the literature to
address the challenge of aggregating annotations from the
crowd, including the simple technique of majority voting
[18]. However, simple majority voting treats all annotators
as equally skilful and does not provide any meaningful mea-
sure of confidence in the combined decision to account for
conflicts in judgement or low annotator skill levels. To over-
come this problem, probabilistic methods have been devel-
oped which learn the skill levels of each annotator and ag-
gregate their decisions accordingly [26, 7, 32, 25, 31]. These
methods are prone to error when only small amounts of gold
labels are available as they do not consider uncertainty in
skill levels and other model parameters. For example, when
only one label is obtained from a worker, these methods may
infer either the worker is perfectly reliable or totally incom-
petent when, in reality, she is neither. This is a common
problem with approaches to inference that use maximum
likelihood or maximum a-posteriori solutions [4]. In order to
overcome this limitation, algorithms for aggregating crowd-
sourced data including SFilter [8] and Bayesian Classifier
Combination (BCC) [14, 30] capture both the uncertainty
in the workers’ skill levels and the uncertainty in the aggre-
gated labels. Unfortunately, these methods do not exploit
the text features of documents, and consequently require
each document to be labelled by the crowd, often multiple
times, to obtain confident classifications.
Previous work has introduced methods for automatic text
classification based solely on word content, such as the bag-
of-words classifier [11]. Although such methods have been
applied to automated sentiment analysis, they need a lan-
guage model for each application context [21]. This often re-
quires large amounts of training data and substantial effort
by the system designer to cope with the diversity in language
[17]. In contrast our approach uses a crowd of human an-
notators to learn a language model rapidly and cheaply. In
the following sections we develop the BCCWords model and
then demonstrate its efficacy with benchmark methods.
3. THE BCCWORDS MODEL
In this section we describe our novel BCCWords model. This
model is an extension of the independent Bayesian classifier
combination (IBCC) model presented in [28] which classi-
fied data points using only crowdsourced labels. The BCC-
Words model extends the IBCC and exploits multiple het-
erogeneous classifiers and uses both the crowd responses and
also the word structure of documents to classify them. An
advantage of BCCWords is that it can be inferred in a semi-
supervised or unsupervised manner. It does not require sep-
arate training and test phases but uses a single, combined
learning phase over all available data. The semi-supervised
approach simultaneously learns from labelled training data
and the latent structure in the entire dataset, making it par-
ticularly suitable when gold-standard data is limited.
We start by introducing our notation. There is a crowd of
K annotators expressing their judgement about the correct
classification of N documents over a range of C possible
classes. The classes may represent sentiment classes, topic
labels, or other types of annotation. Each document, i, has
an unknown true class ti ∈ C. The judgement of annotator k
for document i is denoted as label l
(k)
i , where l
(k)
i ∈ C. Also,
we assume that the nth word, wi,n, of document i takes a
value d from a dictionary of size D words. For notational
simplicity, we assume a dense set of judgements in which
each annotator rates all N documents. However, as will be-
come clear in section 4.1, our model naturally supports spar-
sity in the dataset, which is the case for the CrowdFlower
dataset used in Section 5.
The factor graph of our Bayesian Combination Model, BC-
CWords, is shown in Figure 1, and the model is described as
follows. We assume that each annotator draws judgements
for documents of class ti = c from a categorical distribution
with parameters pi
(k)
c :
l
(k)
i |pi(k)c , ti ∼ Cat(pi(k)c )
where pi
(k)
c is the accuracy vector of annotator k for docu-
ments of class c. That is, each element of pi
(k)
c specifies the
probability that annotator k will give a judgement c′ when
presented with a document whose true class is c:
pi
(k)
c,c′ = p(l
(k)
i = c
′|ti = c)
where p is the Dirichlet distribution. The set of accuracy
vectors pi
(k)
c for all c is called the confusion matrix repre-
senting k’s reliability.
In Figure 1, the annotator confusion matrices are shown in
the left-hand plate for all K annotators, depicting how the
response of an annotator depends on the true class ti of the
document they are judging. The use of confusion matrices
allows our model to combine annotators of very different skill
levels, and is able to handle those who make random guesses
or whose responses are the opposite of what we expect.
Our language model is defined as follows. Given a document
N documents
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Figure 1: The factor graph of BCCWords. The
circular, shaded nodes represent observed variables
and the square, shaded nodes represent the hyper-
parameters. The four plates included in the graphs
describe (i) the set of K annotators, (ii) the N docu-
ments, (iii) the C possible true label values and (iv)
the D words contained in the dictionary of terms
used in the documents.
i of class c we assume that the probability that the nth word
is d (i.e. wi,n = d) follows a categorical distribution with
parameters ωc = {ωc,d∀d}:
wi,n|ωc,d, ti ∼ Cat(ωc),
where ωc,d is the probability that a randomly-drawn word
from a document of class c is the word d:
ωc,d = p(wi,n = d|ti = c).
This probabilistic representation of text in documents corre-
sponds to a mixture of bag-of-words model [11], where each
mixture component is a bag-of-words model associated with
one particular object class. The word distributions are rep-
resented in Figure 1 in the right-hand plate, showing the
variables corresponding to the D words in the dictionary.
We assume that the true class label for each document, ti,
is drawn from a categorical distribution with parameters ρ:
ti|ρ ∼ Cat(ρ).
The parameters ρ can be regarded as the proportion of doc-
uments in each class, so that ρc = p(ti = c|ρ). These pa-
rameters are shown at the top of Figure 1.
To model the uncertainty in the latent variables in our model,
we assign conjugate Dirichlet prior distributions to pi
(k)
c , ωc
and ρ, for each class c ∈ C and annotator k ∈ K:
pi(k)c |α(k)0,c ∼ Dir(α(k)0,c)
ρ|β0 ∼ Dir(β0)
ωc|γ0,c ∼ Dir(γ0,c),
where α
(k)
0,c , ∀c is the per-annotator confusion matrix hyper-
parameter, and γ0,c is the hyperparameter for the bag-of-
words distribution for each class c. These hyperparameters
have intuitive interpretations as prior pseudo-counts, mean-
ing that their values are equivalent to a number of prior
observations, which represent the strength of prior beliefs.
When implementing BCCWords the diagonal values of α0,c
of the confusion matrices can be set to be slightly higher than
the off-diagonals, encoding the prior belief that annotators
are expected to be better than random. For both the word
and class proportion distributions the hyperparameters, γ0,c
and β0, can be set so that the priors are uniform. This re-
flects an initial lack of information in the word structure of
the documents and the class distribution of the documents.
To enable us to perform Bayesian inference over our model,
we first specify the complete joint distribution:
p(c, t,pi
(1)
1 ,..,pi
(K)
C ,ω1,..,ωC ,ρ|α(1)0,1,..,α(K)0,C ,β0,γ0,1,..,γ0,C)
=
N∏
i=1
{
ρti
K∏
k=1
pi
(k)
ti,l
(k)
i
.
Wi∏
n=1
ωti,wi,n
}
p(ρ|β0)
C∏
c=1
{
p(ωc|γ0,c)
K∏
k=1
p(pi(k)c |α(k)0,c)
}
(1)
where Wi is the number of words in document i. The next
section describes methods that use this joint distribution to
estimate the posterior distribution over the unknown vari-
ables in our model.
4. EFFICIENT VARIATIONAL INFERENCE
The BCCWords model presented in the previous section is
tuned, or inferred, by learning the parameters of the pos-
terior distribution over its unknown variables, so that the
model fits the data. In this section we describe an efficient
method for inference using variational Bayes (VB) [4]. The
next section presents a VB algorithm for BCCWords. Then,
Section 4.2 describes how this VB BCCWords algorithm can
be extended to batch processing and subsequently can scale
to large datasets when computer memory capacity is limited.
Variational Bayesian inference is an approximate method
for obtaining a strict lower bound of the true (log) joint
posterior. VB explicitly takes uncertainty into account at
all levels of inference, allowing us to marginalise (albeit un-
der the VB approximations) over unknown variables rather
than selecting the single most likely value. The approxima-
tion offers huge speed ups over Monte Carlo sampling based
Bayesian methods [28], and the performance degradation ap-
pears small in BCC models. Hence, VB is our preferred algo-
rithm for working with potentially large sets of documents.
In our experiments we implement our VB algorithm using
Infer.NET [20], which is a framework that enables rapid de-
velopment and running of Bayesian inference in graphical
models. In particular, the Infer.NET inference engine en-
ables us to switch between alternative inference algorithms
for BCCWords, including Gibbs sampling [10] and Expec-
tation propagation [19], that are potentially more accurate
but much slower than VB and less suitable for performing
inference over large–scale datasets.
The variational Bayesian inference algorithm uses an ap-
proximation to the joint probability distribution that fac-
torises the true classes of the documents, t = {ti∀i}, and
the model parameters θ = {pi(k)c ∀c∀k,ωc∀c,ρ}. This varia-
tional approximation is given as:
q(t,θ) = q(t)q(θ) (2)
The algorithm iterates between updating the approximate
posterior distribution over the true classes of the documents,
q(t), and the model parameters q(θ), until it converges. The
theory behind variational inference guarantees that each it-
eration reduces the Kullback-Leibler divergence [16] between
the approximate solution and the true posterior at each iter-
ation, so that the approximation becomes closer to the exact
solution with each iteration. The updates can be viewed as
passing messages between the true class labels t and model
parameters θ. As we will see in the detailed explanation
below, the specific forms of the factors q(t) and q(θ) arise
naturally from the BCCWords model and its choice of distri-
butions. We can further factorise the distribution over the
model parameters, q(θ) without additional approximation:
q(θ) = q(ρ)
∏
c∈C
{
q(ωc)
∏
k∈K
q(pi(k)c )
}
This means that we can update each subset of model pa-
rameters separately, and each of these factors will exchange
different messages with q(t). This type of algorithm is also
known as variational message passing (VMP) and has an
efficient scalable implementation which is described in Sec-
tion 4.2.
4.1 The BCCWords–VB Algorithm
We now present the implementation of the variational in-
ference approach to BCCWords described in the previous
section. Specifically, we describe the details of the iterative
updates within a step-by-step description of the inference
algorithm based on the VB equations that we derive for
BCCWords.
Inputs: the algorithm takes as input a data set of an-
notators’ responses, c, and where available, a set of known
target labels which are gold-standard training labels. We
note that gold labels are not necessary and the algorithm
can operate in unsupervised mode. To run the algorithm,
we must also select hyperparameter values for α
(k)
0,c , ∀k, β0
and γ0,c, as described above. A number of techniques can
be used to initialise the hyperparameters when the choice of
values is unclear [3].
Step 1. Initialisation: initialise approximate posterior
distributions over the model parameters, θ. The choice of
initial distributions affects the number of iterations required
for convergence. In our implementation we initialise the
posterior distributions over the model parameters by setting
them to their prior distributions.
Step 2. Update true class predictions: update the ap-
proximate posterior q∗(ti) over the class of each document,
i ∈ N . For any document i which has a gold label, the value
of ti is known so we do not need to calculate q
∗(ti). Instead
we set q∗(ti = c) = 1 where c is the observed value of ti,
and q∗(ti 6= c) = 0 for all other class values. For all other
documents, we use the following equation:
ln q∗(ti = c) = Eρ[ln ρc] +
K∑
k=1
E
pi
(k)
c
[lnpi
(k)
c,l
(k)
i
])
+
Wi∑
n=1
Eωc [lnωc,wi,n ] + const. (3)
where any terms not involving ti are absorbed into the con-
stant. The expectations in this equation are found using the
current estimates of the distributions over the model param-
eters, and are defined explicitly in the subsequent steps of
the algorithm. These terms can be seen as messages from
the model parameters to the true class labels. From this
equation we can obtain the current estimate of the proba-
bility that the true class of i is c:
q(ti = c) =
exp(ln q∗(ti = c))∑
c′∈C exp(ln q
∗(ti = c′))
This can then be used to determine the messages to pass
to the model parameters θ, which are expectations over the
sufficient statistics of the set of true class labels for all docu-
ments. The message for ρ contains expected counts of each
true class:
Nc =
N∑
i=1
q(ti = c).
The message for the confusion matrices contains the counts
of each judgement label c′ ∈ C given the true label c ∈ C:
N
(k)
c,c′ =
N∑
i=1
δ
l
(k)
i ,c
′ q(ti = c) (4)
where δ
l
(k)
i ,c
′ is the Kronecker delta and is unity if l
(k)
i = c
′
and zero otherwise. Similarly, the message for the word
distributions contains counts of word occurrences in each
class:
Nc,d =
N∑
i=1
Wi∑
n=1
δwi,n,d q(ti = c). (5)
Step 3. Update confusion matrices: update the ap-
proximate posterior q∗(pi(k)c ) for each class c ∈ C and each
annotator k ∈ K. The prior distributions over the confusion
matrices are Dirichlet distributions, which are conjugate to
the categorical distributions. This means that the posterior
distributions over the confusion matrices are also Dirichlets,
with updated parameters:
q∗
(
pi(k)c
)
= Dir
(
pi(k)c |α(k)c,1 , ..., α(k)c,L
)
, (6)
where L is the cardinality of C and α
(k)
c is calculated by
adding counts from the true class label message to the prior
pseudo-counts α
(k)
0,c :
α
(k)
c,c′ = α
(k)
0,c,c′ +N
(k)
c,c′ . (7)
A more detailed derivation of these iterative update equa-
tions can be found in [28]. We can now calculate the message
to send back to the true labels, which is the expectation term
required for Equation (3):
E
[
lnpi
(k)
c,c′
]
= Ψ
(
α
(k)
c,c′
)
−Ψ
(
L∑
b=1
α
(k)
c,b
)
, (8)
where Ψ(.) is the standard digamma function.
Step 4. Update word distributions: update the approx-
imate posterior q∗(ωc) for each row c ∈ C. Again, we have
a posterior Dirichlet distribution due to the use of conjugate
exponential-family distributions in our model:
q∗ (ωc) = Dir (ωc|γc,1, ..., γc,D) (9)
where the parameters are updated by:
γc,d = γ0,c,d +Nc,d. (10)
The message to the true class labels, which is required for
Equation (3), contains the terms:
E [lnωc,d] = Ψ (γc,d)−Ψ
(
D∑
d′=1
γc,d′
)
. (11)
Step 5. Update class proportions: update the approxi-
mate posterior q∗(ρ) using the Dirichlet parameter update:
q∗ (ρ) = Dir (ρ|β1, ..., βC) (12)
where the parameters are updated by:
βc = β0,c +Nc. (13)
The message from this parameter is:
E [ln ρc] = Ψ (βc)−Ψ
(
L∑
b=1
βb
)
. (14)
So, for one iteration of the algorithm, we calculate the up-
dated parameters, distributions and expectation terms de-
fined in steps 2 to 5.
Step 6. Check convergence: if the target label distri-
butions q(ti = c) have not converged to a stable solution
within a given tolerance, repeat the algorithm from Step 2.
Outputs: predictions of the document class labels, given
by the current values of their posterior expectations q(ti =
c)∀i∀c. The algorithm also outputs approximate posterior
distributions over the model parameters, q(pi
(k)
c ), q(ωc), and
q(ρ) for each row c ∈ C and each annotator k ∈ K.
4.2 Scalability Through Inference Decompo-
sition
Performing a task such as sentiment analysis or disaster re-
port analysis can require us to work with extremely large
datasets with vast memory requirements. The main source
of memory usage is the large set of annotator confusion ma-
trices that the inference algorithm must iteratively update.
For example, the Ushahidi dataset, gathered after the Haiti
earthquake, was interpreted by approximately 700 workers
[22]. To resolve memory exhaustion difficulties of VB infer-
ence at scale with BCCwords this section shows how the
BCCwords model presented in the previous sections can
be run on a single computer. This scalable version of the
BCCwords-VB algorithm is called Scalable BCCwords (Scal-
BCCWords). ScalBCCWords is identical to BCCWords ex-
cept that we decompose the entire data set into a set of
batches of data by distributing the annotators across P par-
titions. During each iteration of the VB inference algorithm
Worker k in batch p
Dir.
Cat.
p β0
l
(k)
i
wd
ωd,c
γ0,c
Cat.
ti
Dir.
α
(k)
0,c
pi
(k)
c
Worker k′ in batch p′
Cat.
l
(k′)
i
Dir.
α
(k′)
0,c
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(k′)
c
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D words
C true label values
Figure 2: Factor graph for scalable implementation
of BCCwords. The three plates included in the
graph describe (i) the set of workers K′ in the batch
p’, (ii) the C possible true label values and (iii) the
D words contained in the dictionary of terms used
in the tweets (the fourth plate of the N documents
is omitted for simplification).
ScalBCCWords switches each batch in and then out of mem-
ory in turn. Batches produce messages that summarise each
portion of data and occupy considerably less computer mem-
ory than the entire data set.
We chose to distribute the workers between the batches and
each batch contains all the responses from workers in that
batch. This partitioning criterion is sensible as each batch
only has to represent a subset of annotators, and thus only
represents a small set of confusion matrices. The splits can
be chosen to meet memory constraints.
We now describe how the BCCWords algorithm, presented
in the previous section, is modified for batch implementa-
tion. The corresponding factor graph is shown in Figure 2
in which the class distribution of documents and the word
distributions conditioned on document class are the same
for each partition.
When batch p is processed the pseudo counts, N
(k)
c,c′ are cal-
culated using Equation (4), for all k ∈ p. The log confusion
matrix messages, Mp,c,i, for batch p for each class c and
document i are calculated as follows,
Mp,c,i =
∑
k∈p
E
[
lnpi
(k)
c,l
(k)
i
]
using Equation 8 to calculate the expected log confusion
matrix. The log confusion matrix for batch p is then deleted
from memory. Once a message is obtained for each batch,
the log true class prediction probability is calculated using,
ln q∗(ti = c) = Eρ[ln ρc] +
∑
p∈P
Mp,c,i
+
Wi∑
n=1
Eωc [lnωc,wi,n ] + const
as per Equation 3. Hence, scalBCCWords is mathematically
equivalent to BCCWords and both methods converge to the
same solution.
The remaining steps of the scalBCCWords algorithm are
identical to those of BCCWords. We note that ScalBC-
Cwords may process the batches in any order and not all
the batches need be updated during each iteration of the
VB algorithm. In our experiments, we provide an empirical
evaluation of both our algorithms showing the advantages
of ScalBCCWords-VB in memory occupancy and equivalent
classification accuracy.
5. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
We evaluate the efficacy of our approach, ScalBCCWords,
using two real-world datasets, comparing performance against
the following five rival benchmark approaches. We note that
BCCWords-VB and ScalBCCWords produce the same clas-
sifications as they are mathematically equivalent and there-
fore only ScalBCCWords results are shown.
5.1 Benchmark Methods
Majority Voting (MV) is a popular and simple algorithm for
obtaining a single decision from multiple opinions provided
by a crowd [18, 29]. MV greedily assigns a class to each
document by choosing the label with the most votes from
the crowd. All votes are considered with uniform weight,
thus treating all annotators as equally reliable. Typically,
no measure of uncertainty in the final decision is provided.
Vote Distribution treats the fraction of votes in support of
each class as the probability of that class. It therefore repre-
sents a simple technique for estimating the empirical proba-
bility that a document has a particular true label, assuming
that all annotators are equally reliable.
Bag-of-words Classifier + MV trains a bag-of-words classi-
fier by treating the majority vote as gold-labelled training
data [11]. Therefore, this approach learns a language model
that can be used to classify documents that have not yet
been labelled by the crowd, but does not account for varying
reliability of the crowd labellers when training the model.
Dawid & Skene is a model for combining labels from multiple
classifiers, using confusion matrices to model the reliability
of individual labellers [7]. The learning algorithm for Dawid
& Skene does not account for uncertainty in the confusion
matrices or other model parameters, which can lead to errors
when gold-labelled data is limited.
Independent Bayesian Classifier Combination (IBCC) learns
the confusion matrices using variational Bayes (VB). There-
fore, in contrast to Dawid&Skene, it handles model uncer-
tainty and can operate in unsupervised settings when gold-
labelled examples are unavailable. However, this model does
not consider text features and relies solely on labels provided
by the crowd.
Community-Based Bayesian Classifier Combination (CBCC)
is an extension of BCC that models communities of workers
with similar confusion matrices. It learns both the confusion
matrices of each community and each worker but, similarly
to BCC, it does not account for text features in the docu-
ments [30]. We run CBCC with three communities for both
CF, as suggested in the original paper, and SP.
In our experiments, we set the priors for IBCC, CBCC and
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Figure 3: Accuracy of seven methods measured with increasing proportions of labels for both datasets.
ScalBCCWords as follows. For the class proportions, ρ, we
used uninformative priors by setting the values of β0,c to
be equal for all classes. For the workers’ confusion matri-
ces, we used informative priors, setting the diagonal counts
α
(k)
0,c,c to C+1.5, with the off-diagonals set to 1. This means
that workers are initially assumed to be reasonably accu-
rate. For ScalBCCWords, the word distributions were given
uninformative priors, by setting uniform values for γ0,c,d for
all words d ∈ D.
5.2 Datasets
We evaluate our approach using two crowdsourcing datasets,
which provide real sentiment judgements obtained from hu-
man workers. The two datasets demonstrate our approach
on two very different kinds of document, with distinct sen-
timent analysis problems.
The CrowdFlower dataset (CF) was provided by Crowd-
Flower4 as part of the 2013 Crowdsourcing at Scale shared
task challenge. The dataset contains 569, 375 judgements
for 98, 980 tweets. This dataset includes 300 tweets with
gold-standard sentiment labels, which correspond to 1, 720
judgements from 461 workers. The judgements reflect the
sentiment of tweets discussing the weather, and can take
values from four sentiment categories: negative (0), neutral
(1), positive (2), tweet not related to weather (4) and can-
not tell (5). This dataset therefore concerns a multi-class
labelling problem.
The Sentiment Polarity dataset (SP) contains annotations
for a set of 5, 000 sentences from movie reviews, extracted
by [23] from the website RottenTomatoes5. This dataset
has gold-standard sentiment labels for all the movie reviews
assigned by the website, which marked them as either“fresh”
(positive) or “rotten” (negative). A set of 27, 747 sentiment
judgements were collected from 203 workers using Amazon
4www.crowdflower.com
5www.rottentomatoes.com
Mechanical Turk (AMT)6 by [27]. The SP dataset therefore
presents a binary sentiment analysis problem, with workers
forced to select either positive (1) or negative (0), with no
option to express their uncertainty.
For both datasets, the dictionary used by ScalBCCWords
was obtained by first stemming the text through the stan-
dard Porter’s stemmer algorithm [24] and then removing
common stop words before extracting the 300 words with the
highest term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-
IDF) score. TF-IDF is a standard heuristic measure of the
importance of words in distinguishing documents within a
corpus [2].
5.3 Performance Comparisons
We investigated how the effectiveness of the language model
learnt by ScalBCCWords varies with the number of labels
supplied by the crowd. To do this we compared the perfor-
mance of the alternative methods on our two data sets and
evaluated the efficacy of each using four standard metrics:
Accuracy is the proportion of documents that were correctly
labelled. For the methods such as ScalBCCWords that out-
put probabilities we assign the label with the highest prob-
ability.
Average recall is the mean across all classes of the recall rate,
defined as the fraction of positive instances of a given class
that were correctly labelled.
Negative log probability density (NLPD) is an error measure
– the lower the better – based on how much weight a classifier
gave to the correct class of each document as defined in [30].
AUC is the area under the curve of the receiver operat-
ing characteristic (RoC), which is the probability that a
randomly-chosen positive example is assigned a higher prob-
ability than a randomly-chosen negative example [28]. This
6www.mturk.com
Table 1: Accuracy, average recall and negative log probability density score (NLPD) for the CF and the
SP datasets for the six tested methods (one for each row) when using 20% crowdsourced labels. Using this
subset of labels, 70% of the documents in both datasets have at least one crowdsourced label.
CF (20% labels) SP (20% labels)
Method Accuracy Avg. recall NLPD AUC Accuracy Avg. recall NLPD AUC
Majority vote 0.630 0.556 1.375 0.739 0.718 0.718 1.170 0.715
Vote distribution 0.653 0.592 1.227 0.761 0.706 0.706 0.945 0.738
Bag-of-words classifier + MV 0.670 0.608 2.280 0.762 0.726 0.726 0.642 0.792
Dawid&Skene 0.613 0.497 1.276 0.752 0.500 0.500 0.695 0.500
IBCC 0.693 0.553 0.950 0.828 0.738 0.738 0.506 0.833
CBCC 0.647 0.534 1.000 0.819 0.728 0.728 0.516 0.830
Scalable BCCwords 0.717 0.578 0.909 0.863 0.755 0.755 0.533 0.843
Table 2: Accuracy, average recall and negative log probability density score (NLPD) for the CF and the SP
datasets for the six tested methods (one for each row) when using all available crowdsourced labels.
CF (all labels) SP (all labels)
Method Accuracy Avg. recall NLPD AUC Accuracy Avg. recall NLPD AUC
Majority vote 0.885 0.764 0.921 0.865 0.885 0.885 0.797 0.885
Vote distribution 0.883 0.779 0.458 0.950 0.887 0.887 0.338 0.947
Bag-of-words classifier + MV 0.867 0.764 0.921 0.884 0.885 0.885 0.797 0.891
Dawid&Skene 0.830 0.745 0.459 0.907 0.914 0.914 0.340 0.957
IBCC 0.860 0.763 0.437 0.951 0.915 0.915 0.374 0.957
CBCC 0.886 0.746 0.526 0.949 0.915 0.915 0.383 0.957
Scalable BCCwords 0.890 0.807 0.591 0.897 0.915 0.915 0.389 0.957
is therefore an overall measure of an algorithm’s ability to
differentiate between classes, regardless of whether the classes
is highly imbalanced. For the CF dataset, we provide the
mean AUC across all classes.
The experiment is run iteratively, starting by running each
method with 2% randomly-chosen judgements from the crowd,
then evaluating the classification efficacy. We then increase
the number of judgements by adding a further 2% randomly-
selected labels from the crowd and re-running all the meth-
ods. This process is repeated until all crowdsourced labels
have been used by the prediction methods.
Figure 3 shows the accuracy for the six methods for both
datasets. It shows that the accuracy of all the methods
improves as they get more data. In particular, ScalBC-
CWords has highest accuracy for small number of labels,
demonstrating the added value of the language model. Scal-
BCCWords maintains highest accuracy throughout, how-
ever IBCC, CBCC and Dawid & Skene catch up for large
numbers of crowdsourced labels. The accuracy of ScalBCC-
Words is 25% higher than CBCC (0.57 vs. 0.40) after 20,000
labels in CF and is 8% higher than CBCC (0.54 vs. 0.50)
after 110 labels in SP. Importantly, in order to achieve the
same accuracy, ScalBCCWords requires up to 56, 935 fewer
labels in CF and up to 440 fewer labels in SP compared to
the benchmarks. Furthermore, Dawid & Skene initially in-
fers a poor model of worker accuracy due to scarce labels
and this leads to poor classification performance. Such a
cold start phase is mitigated in the BCC methods by ac-
counting for uncertainty in the workers’ accuracy. Both MV
and Vote Distributions are more accurate than Dawid &
Skene in the initial phase but they are less accurate than
all the other methods when a larger amount of crowd labels
have been used.
Table 1 shows prediction metrics for both datasets when only
20% of the complete set of crowdsourced labels were used.
Using this subset reduces the number of labels available for
each document so that only 70% of documents have one or
more crowdsourced labels. To classify the 30% of documents
with no crowdsourced labels, ScalBCCWords and the bag-
of-words classifier apply their language models, while other
methods have no information about these documents and
assign a default category to all unlabelled documents. Scal-
BCCWords has the highest accuracy and average recall on
both datasets.
Table 2 shows prediction metrics for both datasets, when
all crowdsourced labels were used. ScalBCCWords has the
highest accuracy and average recall on both datasets and
competitive AUC and NLPD on the SP dataset. This demon-
strates that ScalBCCWords performs well even when la-
bels are plentiful (in this case, on average 6 labels per doc-
ument). It also noticeably outperforms the bag-of-words
model, which is significant as they both use a language
model.
5.4 Language Model
The language model inferred by ScalBCCWords represents
the probabilities of each word in the dictionary conditioned
on the sentiment classes. Figure 4 shows the Wordles with
the most probable 27 words in the five sentiment classes of
the CF dataset. In particular, the ScalBCCWords is able to
identify words that discriminate the sentiment classes. For
example, words such as “love” and “perfect” are more likely
to occur in the positive sentiment class whereas words such
Table 3: The Kendall’s τ rank correlation coeffi-
cients (p < 10−5) for the word distributions esti-
mated from BCCWords using gold labels and crowd
judgments (rows and columns). The colour intensity
of the cells indicates the correlation strength.
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as“cold”and“hate”are more likely to appear in the negative
class. Figure 5 shows the Wordles for the SP dataset. We
note that common words such as “good” are equally likely
in both sentiment classes in the SP dataset and therefore it
is not a good discriminator in this dataset. However, “good”
is more likely in the CF positive class than the other classes
and is thus a good discriminator in this case.
To validate the quality of the language model inferred by
ScalBCCWords using the crowd labels, we compare it to a
language model learned by training ScalBCCWords on the
gold-standard labels. Using the non-parametric Kendall’s
rank correlation test, we find a significant positive correla-
tion between the word probability ranks estimated by the
model in each class from the two datasets (gold-standards
and crowd labels) both in CF dataset (Table 3(a)) and in
the SP dataset (Table 3 (b)). This means that crowd labels
aggregated by ScalBCCWords are highly suited for learning
language models.
5.5 Profiling Crowd Workers
Besides predicting document classifications and the language
model, ScalBCCWords learns the confusion matrices that
(a) Positive (b) Negative
(e) Not related
(d) Unknown(c) Neutral
Figure 4: Word clouds of the most probable 27
words from ScalBCCWords for the sentiment
classes of the CrowdFlower dataset. The font
size of the words is proportional to their es-
timated probabilities conditioned on the true
label class.
characterise the workers’ skill levels across sentiment classes.
Figure 6 shows example crowd members with very differ-
ent confusion matrices. For example, subfigure (a) shows
a competent annotator who provides accurate labels across
all sentiment classes and subfigure (b) shows an annotator
whose reliability is inconsistent across the classes. This fig-
ure shows that we are able to detect annotators with very
different behaviour within our two real-world datasets.
5.6 Memory Usage
We compared the memory usage of BCCWords-VB and Scal-
BCCWords on the CF dataset. Figure 7 shows a plot of
memory demand when running the BCCWords-VB algo-
rithm with increasing subsets of labels. In particular, we
measured memory demand through the standard memory
profiler available in .NET7 that provides the approximate
memory allocated on the garbage collection heaps to store
the model instances of BCCWords. Despite the high noise of
these counters, which explains the variability of the curves in
the graph, we can still observe the general increasing trend
of memory usage when using more labels.
In more detail, the ScalBCCWords algorithm results in much
lower memory usage, as shown in Figure 7. It uses up
to 80% less memory than the standard implementation of
7CLR Profiler, clrprofiler.codeplex.com
(a) Positive
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Figure 5: Word clouds of the most probable 27 words
from ScalBCCWords for the sentiment classes of the
Sentiment Polarity dataset. The font size of the
words is proportional to their estimated probabil-
ities conditioned on the true label class.
BCCWords (1 GB vs. 200 MB) when the dataset includes
50, 000 labels.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents BCCWords, a novel algorithm for com-
bining crowdsourced annotations with text features in order
to determine the sentiment of documents. We presented
a scalable variational Bayes inference algorithm for BCC-
Words and demonstrated how it can be implemented for
a large corpus annotated by crowd workers. Our analysis
demonstrated that BCCWords is able to identify key differ-
entiating text features, which produce more accurate sen-
timent classifications when crowdsourced labels are scarce.
It is able to classify short messages such as tweets, despite
the limited number of text features in these short messages.
We compared our algorithm with six benchmark methods on
two real-world crowdsourcing datasets and showed that our
method can improve accuracy by 25% over both standard
text classifiers and prominent aggregation models for crowd-
sourced data with annotations for a small portion of doc-
uments. Furthermore, our approach significantly reduces,
by up to 67%, the amount of labels that must be obtained
through crowdsourcing to achieve comparable accuracy with
rival methods.
We are currently investigating other prominent applications
of our method: identifying aid requirements in disaster re-
sponse using reports from members of the public and first
responders; evaluating investor sentiment towards compa-
nies expressed in free-text reports available on the web and
determining student sentiment from online forum postings
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Figure 6: Confusion matrices of four workers, with
the true label on the left axis and annotator label
on the right axis, with likelihood of response on the
vertical axis. These profiles inferred from the CF (a
– b) and SP (c – d) datasets show two workers who
are very well calibrated in their opinions (left) and
two workers who provide less accurate labels (right).
Figure 7: Memory usage of BCCWords (orange line)
and the scalable implementation of BCCWords (blue
line) measured on real data.
to aid pastoral care. These domains provide vast amounts of
unstructured data that can benefit from insights provided by
human annotators and the scalability of automated meth-
ods. BCCWords can readily be extended to handle data
other than text features, such as document metadata, im-
age features and other media in the domains above.
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